**FACULTY FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES:** 09/23/2016

**W&M INTERNAL PROGRAMS:**

**IDEA Grants**, deadline: 10/27/16;  
IDEA is an acronym for Innovative Diversity Efforts Awards. Grants will be fully funded based on project need. At least three projects will be selected per year. Faculty, staff, students, and organizations across campus are eligible to apply for the grants. Grant awards will depend upon the scope and breadth of the project, but will typically range from $500–$1,500.

**W&M Green Fee Fund**, deadlines: October 17; March 22;  
*The Green Fee is intended solely for purposes that advance W&M’s interests in sustainability relating to its general operations and the university’s tri-partite missions of teaching, research and public service. Proposals are accepted from all students, faculty and staff.*

**Community of Scholars Fund**, no deadline;  
[http://www.wm.edu/as/charlescenter/scholars/communityfund/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/as/charlescenter/scholars/communityfund/index.php):  
Mini-grants from the Community of Scholars Fund are available to faculty, staff, and students to encourage intellectual interaction between faculty and students outside the classroom. Possible uses for this funding include book or film discussion groups; or trips to lectures, museums, performances, laboratories, or field sites, including associated travel and/or meal expenses.

**Distinguished Lectures in International Studies**, rolling deadline,  
[http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/lectures/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/lectures/index.php):  
The Reves Center for International Studies is pleased to help support internationally-focused public lectures and performances. Funding is available to William & Mary faculty who wish to host distinguished scholars, artists, and practitioners whose public events and visits will contribute to international education at the university.

**Grants for On-Campus Conferences on International Topics**, rolling deadline;  
[http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/oncampus/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/oncampus/index.php):  
Funding is available to support William & Mary faculty who are hosting on-campus professional conferences that will contribute to international education at the College. Proposals making use of the university’s Washington, D.C. Office are also welcome.

**Faculty International Conference Travel Grants**, rolling deadline,  
[http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/conferencegrants/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/offices/revescenter/funding/facultyfunding/conferencegrants/index.php):  
Funding offers grants of up to $500 for W&M faculty who are presenting papers at international conferences or presenting papers on international, global or trans-national topics at conferences in the US.

---

**Young Faculty Award (YFA),** DARPA, deadlines:  
10/3/16 proposers day webcast; a full solicitation is anticipated by the end of September.  
[https://www.eiseverywhere.com//ehome/201808](https://www.eiseverywhere.com//ehome/201808)  
The DARPA Young Faculty Award (YFA) program aims to identify and engage rising stars in junior faculty positions in academia and equivalent positions at non-profit research institutions and expose them to Department of Defense (DoD) and National Security challenges and needs.
COLL Innovation Grants for Faculty: Open Proposals, deadline: rolling; [http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/faculty-programs/coll-innovation-grants/index.php](http://www.wm.edu/as/center-liberal-arts/faculty-programs/coll-innovation-grants/index.php)

The Center For Liberal Arts is pleased to solicit proposals from faculty seeking financial support to pursue an on or off-campus activity relevant to the COLL curriculum. This includes all COLL courses: 100, 150, 200, 300, future 300, and 400.

**ARTS & HUMANITIES:**


**CHS/DAI Joint Fellowships**, Center for Hellenic Studies (CHS), Harvard University, and the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (DAI), deadline: 10/16/16; [http://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/3666](http://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/3666).

**2017 Visiting Fellowships and Travel Grants**, Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University Library, deadline: 1/9/17; [http://www.library.yale.edu/walpole/research/visiting_fellowships.html](http://www.library.yale.edu/walpole/research/visiting_fellowships.html).


SOCIAL SCIENCES:


Beyster Visiting Professor and Postdoctoral Fellowship, School of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers, deadline: December 31; http://smlr.rutgers.edu/beyster-fellows.

Wayne Vucinich Fellowship, Center for Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies, Stanford University, deadline: 10/14/16; https://creees.stanford.edu/people/visiting-scholars/wayne-vucinich-fellowship.


SCIENCE & RESEARCH/FEDERAL:

AFRL/RX Functional Materials Open BAA, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), deadlines: white papers until 4/18/21; full invited proposal deadline will be provided by AFRL; http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=283134.

Aerospace Medicine, Clinical Research, Human Systems Integration Research, and Expeditionary Medicine, Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), deadlines: white papers by 3/1/21; full invited proposal deadline to be provided by AFRL; http://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=281919.


Modeling and Simulation Research, Naval Warfare Center, deadline: 11/15/17; https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&amp;mode=form&amp;id=eb593cd2312cd588b626b047bd424886&amp;tab=core&amp;_cview=0.


K9 Wearable Technologies, DHS, deadline: 6/7/17; [https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=9b7d36beb9a263ee093f772c9dfe6841&tab=core&cview=1](https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=9b7d36beb9a263ee093f772c9dfe6841&tab=core&cview=1):

*technical topic areas: recording and transmitting canine vital signs; receiving, storing and analyzing vital sign data; maintaining and updating canine sensor components.


* only one proposal may be submitted by an eligible organization. If you are interested in applying, please notify wosp@wm.edu as soon as possible – this submission may be subject to an internal competition.


Dear Colleague Letter: DMR Window Changes, NSF;  
*proposals accepted anytime: Ceramics (CER); Condensed Matter and Materials (CMMT)  
*proposal window changed to October 1 – October 31 annually: Biomaterials (BMAT); Condensed Matter Physics (CMP); Electronic and Photonic Materials (EPM): Metals and Metallic Nanostructures (MMN); Polymers (POL); Solid State and Materials Chemistry (SSMC).

Fellowships for Early Career Researchers, NASA, deadline: 3/31/17;  

Smart and Autonomous Systems (S&AS), NSF, deadline: 12/19/16;  

Nuclear Forensics Research Award, Department of Homeland Security, deadline: 1/30/17;  

Oil and Gas Development in the Appalachian Basin, EPA, deadline: 11/9/16;  

FOUNDATION:

http://woodrow.org/fellowships/mellon/career-enhancement/.

Residential and Non-Residential Fellowship Program, Virginia Foundation for the Humanities, deadline: 12/1/16;  
http://virginiahumanities.org/fellowships/.

Collaboration Grants for Mathematicians, Simons Foundation, deadline: 1/31/17;  
https://www.simonsfoundation.org/funding/funding-opportunities/mathematics-physical-sciences/collaboration-grants-for-mathematicians/.

2017 Grants to Artists, The Puffin Foundation, deadline: 12/6/16;  
http://www.puffinfoundation.org/grants-info/prospective-applicants.html:  
*for the upcoming 2017 cycle, grant applications will only be accepted in these areas: fine arts, video/film.


Grass (Early Investigator) Fellowship at the Marine Biological Laboratory (MBL) in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, The Grass Foundation, deadline: December 5;  
*research areas: pre-college education; communication & public opinion; US-Japan policy studies.

OTHER:

*Grants will be awarded to interdisciplinary teams of researchers for an 18-month grant period. The goal of these collaborations is to encourage mutually beneficial innovation in Craft and STEM through focusing on materials and process-based research. The teams should include one maker and one professional working in a STEM-based field (e.g. Material Science, Manufacturing, Environmental Studies, Medicine, Structural Engineering, etc.). This may include academics, researchers, scientists, full-time makers, or other skilled specialists.


Easy to clean coatings for use at high temperatures, NineSights, deadline: 10/14/16; https://ninesights.ninesigma.com/projects/-/rfp-portlet/rfpViewer/3211.

Separating oxygen from water, NineSights, deadline: 10/12/16; https://ninesights.ninesigma.com/projects/-/rfp-portlet/rfpViewer/3226.

Producing low sodium, low sulfur pseudo boehmite suitable as binder and carrier for catalysts, NineSights, deadline: 10/12/16; https://ninesights.ninesigma.com/projects/-/rfp-portlet/rfpViewer/3243.


**2016-17 Pre- and Post-Doctoral Fellowships for Teacher-Scholars from Diverse Backgrounds**, Elon University, deadline: 1/8/17; [https://www.elon.edu/e/campus-life/inclusion-diversity/diversity-fellowships.html](https://www.elon.edu/e/campus-life/inclusion-diversity/diversity-fellowships.html).

**Fulbright International Educational Administrators Seminars**, CIES, deadlines: Russia 10/17/16; Japan, Korea and Taiwan 11/1/16; France and German 2/1/17; [http://www.cies.org/program/fulbright-international-education-administrators-seminars](http://www.cies.org/program/fulbright-international-education-administrators-seminars).